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Melrose is the materialize return of feminine refuge. Created with Boca do 
Lobo's core value of reinterpreting the past and giving it a contemporary style, 
Melrose presents a novelty, a mirror that lets you adjust the viewing angle while 
rotating around a vertical axis, allowing a rotation of 360º. Melrose is a modern 
dressing table available in black or white, an exclusive piece of furniture that 
lends a unique decorative touch to your bedroom.

DIMENSIONS

Width/Length: 118 cm (46,5 in.)
Depth: 46 cm (18,1 in.)
Height: 147 cm (57,9 in.)
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Product features: Base made in mahogany. The box is made by tempered glass with a 
frontal opening for the drawers. Structure made in  black lacquered high gloss varnish 
wood, drawers  handcrafted, wadding, grey mirror. Handles made in foundry .  Top 
contains a hole to set an oval mirror that allow 360º rotation. 
Arts and Techniques: Carpentry, Foundry, Glass Work, Varnishing, Wadding and 
Carving.
Materials and Finishes: Mahogany Wood lacquered in black with a high gloss varnish, 
Grey Glass, Silver Plated Brass, Grey Mirror in Bevelling, Drawers: High gloss black 
lacquer and leather, glass lacquered in black, lacquered woodwork.
Product Options: High gloss colored lacquer in black or white with a high gloss 
varnish. Box available in smoked glass or clear glass. 
Customization: Custom sizes and colors are available with an upcharge. 
Observations for mounting: It contains pads on the base to protect the support area. 
The drawers’ bottoms are made in fabric. 
Clean and Care: Glass cleaner for the mirror and dry cloth for the lacquered part and 
the drawers’ interior.

TECHNICAL INFO
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MELROSE
DRESIGN TABLE

MATERIALS & FINISHES

Custom colors and finishes are available with an upcharge.
Please contact info@bocadolobo.com

118 46
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SMOKED MIRRORBLACK LACQUER
W. GLOSS

BEVELED 
BLACK GLASS

SILVER PLATEDBLACK LEATHER

STANDARD

BRONZE MIRRORCLEAR MIRRORWHITE LACQUER
W. GLOSS

PRODUCT OPTIONS


